WILDERNESS SYSTEMS STABILIZER BAR
The Wilderness Systems Stabilizer Bar provides assistance with standing up in your Wilderness Systems Ride or
Commander kayak as well as lean-on stability while casting or fishing. This strong double-walled marine-grade
aluminum bar is attached to the boat with connections on the SlideTraxTM rails and/or the deck surface.
SAFETY INFORMATION:
Installation may require the drilling of a number of holes in your boat. Read all instructions before proceeding carefully.
Be sure of attachment locations and hull access before drilling. Test installation on land before use on water.
Tools Required
#2 Phillips head screwdriver
Adjustable speed drill (optional
1/4” drill bit (optional)
Duct tape (optional)
Second person for fit assistance (optional)
Contents of Kit						Qty
Stabilizer Bar Unit - Preassembled				
1
Kit #1 - Basic Hardware Assembly
Deck hinge tower fittings, black plastic			
Phillips flathead screws, stainless steel, 1/4”-20 x 1/2”		
Flat brass slugs, plate with hole				

4
8
8

Kit #2 - Pull Up Strap
Webbing strap with retention clip, 24”			
1” YakAttack screwball with 1/2” T bolt				

1
1

Kit #3 - Optional Assembly
Deck hinge tower fittings, black plastic			
2
Phillips flathead screws, stainless steel, 1/4”-20 x 1”		
4
Flat aluminum washer, 1/4”					4
Well nut, neoprene 1/4”-20 x 1-3/64”				
4
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Test stability and security of the bar prior to each boat launch. Fittings or screws may have loosened in storage
or transit.
Fold pull-up strap webbing as short as possible and clip with attached holder to avoid snagging.
Release bar from boat by pulling quick-release pins from all legs. Fittings should remain on boat in preferred
positions.
During transportation, protect vehicle surfaces from fittings while kayak is being mounted/dismounted.
While the bar is marine-grade, it should be rinsed with fresh water after saltwater use to prevent corrosion.
One Year Warranty. If you need assistance with customer service, please contact us at the telephone number
or email address at the bottom of these instructions.
Wilderness Systems & Confluence Outdoor does not accept any liability with bar in use or in transport. Be sure
that you are able, stable and fit enough to stand with this bar to avoid damage or personal injury.

Step 1: Part Assembly
Unpack and compare to parts list. Place boat on flat, stable ground before starting assembly. This will enable you
to safely stand on the boat for proper alignment of the bar.
1.

Start with Kit #1. Insert two screws in each black plastic tower fitting. Screw down until flush to top of plastic as in photo
to right. Note: there may be a bit of normal resistance on the screw initially.
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2. Attach one brass fitting onto screw of each tower with curved part of brass to exposed bottom. Thread one turn
so loosely attached to screw (approximately 1/4” from flush). You should have four assembled fittings as shown
to right.
3. Open Kit #2. Unscrew t-bolt from Screwball. Insert bolt to end of webbing strap with sewn side of strap towards
the t-bolt. Attach and tighten Screwball to 1/8” from closed position.

Step 2: Attachment of Fittings to Boat
1. Empty boat SlideTrax rails. Insert one loose brass slug into the SlideTrax followed by one of the brass slugs on
the prepared plastic tower assemblies. Curved part of brass slug should be down and flat side should be against
plastic part.
2. Tighten screw into brass slug with one turn of the screwdriver to loosely attach. Repeat on other side of boat.
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3. Insert Screwball/strap assembly into left SlideTrax using t-bolt. Add second set of prepared plastic tower fittings
onto both sides of rails. Setup should resemble photo at bottom right.
4. Slide one plastic tower assembly 4-6” from the front and one 4-6” to the back on both rails. Tighten one screw
on each front tower assembly to temporarily hold position.

Adjusting Pull-Up Strap
1. Release pins from short bar legs. Allow standup bar to fold forward to bow of boat. Loosen and reposition
Screwball to rearmost position. Clip excess strap with keeper. You may find with paddling experience that you
do not need this strap.

Initial Boat Test - IMPORTANT!
1. While on land, test position of all bar fittings by firmly pushing forward, backward and tilting side-to-side. There
should be a small amount of movement but the mounts should feel secure.
2. Practice attaching and raising and lowering the bar while standing and sitting on your boat. This will allow you
to safely get comfortable with the use of the bar while the boat is stable and prior to water launch. It is also
recommended that you test standing/sitting stability with the boat rocking in shallow water prior to use in deep
or open water.
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OPTIONAL ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL ADJUSTMENT (DRILLING REQUIRED)
Step 2: Attachment of Towers
1. Drill one marked tower hole. Place tower over hole and check to be sure second fitting mark has not shifted.
Drill second hole. Screw down fitting #1. Attach washer and well nut to bottom of screw on inside of boat and
finger tighten. Completely tighten screws with screwdriver on top of boat to pull up and seal wellnuts.

2. Place bar leg in fitting in tower and re-check markings on other side of boat. Repeat fitting and leg attachment
on other side.
3. Lift standup bar and re-attach to back plastic fittings with pins. If accessories will be attached to the screwball,
check that the position does not interfere with foot placement or bar use.

Step 3: Attachment of Bar to Fittings (No Drilling Required)
1. Lay bar on bow of boat as shown. Short legs should lay on top of longer “U” shaped bar. Bar should lay flat
with towers and bar ends aligned.

2. Insert one leg of the U-shaped bar into tower base at front/bow of boat. Align holes. Rotate the swivel end
of one of the stainless pins to a straight position and push through hole with a small amount of pressure on
the spring to compress. Once through, twist the pin end 45° and release. Spring should now firmly hold the
connection. Repeat other side.
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3. Release short legs from bar clips. Lift bar. Insert leg ends inside back tower fittings. On left, insert end of web
strap onto pin (as shown in photo). Insert pins on both back tower fittings. Rotate pin ends 45° to secure.
Tighten screws in all fittings.
4. Carefully stand on boat and grasp bar to test position. Loosen screws and reposition fittings as needed based
on your height and preferred bar location. After finding ideal placement, tighten all screws. If you cannot find
a comfortable bar position using the SlideTrax rails, see Optional Assembly Instructions that follow.
5. Slide Screwball rearward and tighten in rail. This strap will allow you to pull up the bar when folded. Fold
excess strap and hold with clip. Strap may be removed later, if not needed.

With many Wilderness Systems boats, there is a flat area on the deck that can provide an optional tower attachment
position further back towards the paddler. This addition requires permanent modification to your boat with the
drilling of four screw holes. Read entire section below before attempting this assembly.
Step 1: Determine Location and Critical Measurements
1. Open Kit #3. Remove the pins from all four bar leg mounts. It is suggested to get assistance from another person or the next step.

2. While on flat ground, locate best position for front/bow tower fittings in SlideTrax rails. Tighten front fittings in
rails. Attach U-bar legs to fittings with pins.
3. Carefully stand on boat and lift bar. Find flat/sturdy positions on boat topside to rest back legs. It is best to ask
a friend to hold this back position for test of fit. If you must solo test, temporarily hold position of rear fittings
on boat with duct tape. Attachment points must have easy access to the inside hull for attaching nuts to back
of screws (usually through a hatch).
4. Mark tower locations and review the following measurement check list. Accuracy for the next step is critical…
measure twice and proceed carefully.
		
		
		
		
		

Location allows proper bar/foot placement while standing in boat and sitting/paddling
Towers are in alignment on each side of boat
Fitting markings are straight and approximately 1-9/16” apart for screws
Distance between fittings on each side of boat allows for the correct U-shaped bar width. Note: Bar may
not function properly if forced apart or twisted.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that you have tested positioning, double-checked measurements and confirmed interior
access for drill locations before proceeding.
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